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WIND—TUNNEL RESEARCH COMPARING LATERAL CONTROL
PARTICULARLY AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
IL-SLOTTED AILIUtONS AND PRISE AILERONS
By FEEDE. WBICKandRICHABDW. NoYBs
SUMMARY
Three model wings, two wnlh typical slotted aileron$
and one wiih typical We ailimw, ham been tested m
part of a general inveetigaiion on luieral Gontrolti,
with particular reference to their e$ectiverwm ai high
anghx of attack, in the 7 by 10 foot wind tunnel of the
Na.lional Adv-imqt Committeefor Aeroruudi.a. Force
te8t8, freedutorotati.on tetti, and forcecLrota4i.Onte8t3
were made which dww the efect of tlh?varic-uaail-crow
on the general performance of the wing, on the .?@era-l
contro~dity, and on the hztera-!swdy. In ge?umz-?,
the slotted and Fri-se aiLerom hxted were inferior in
rolling control at 20° angle of aitack to pluin ai.lerom of
the same eize. The aa%emeyawing momeni~ obtained
WM tiia 810ttedand HH.8eaJemru3were, in mo8t cam43,
slightly smaller than those obtained with plain ailenxw
of the sanw size and dq%xtion. However, thi.eimprove-
med wm small as compared to the improvemd obtain-
able by tlw use of muitabladi~erentiu.1movemeti with
any of the ail.crone,including thapluin.
INTRODU~ON
This report is the second of a seriesgiving the results
of an investigation in which it is hoped to compare all
types of lateral control devices which have been satis-
factorily used or which show reasonable promise of
being effective. In this program it is planned first to
test the various @-pea of ailerons and lateral control
devices on rectangular wings of aspect ratio 6. Later
the best ones are to be tested on wings of diflerent
shape. While these items have previously been tested
in isolated cases, it is not possible to get a good eom-
parkon between most of them because the individual
tests were made under difhrent conditions in different
wind tunnels or in isolated tlight tests and with various
degrees of compl~teneas. In this investigation the
various devices are subjected to the same series of
wind-tunnel tests which, it is thought, inolude all the
factors direotly comected with lateral control and
lateral stability that can be satisfactorily handled in a
routine manner in a wind tunnel.
DEVICES,
The tests are de-
signed to show the relative merit of the various control
devices in regard to lateral controllabili~j lateral
stability, and geaeral usefulness. They include re.gg-
Iar 6-component force tests with the slerons or other
control devices both neutral and deflected various
amounts, rotation tests in which the model is rotated
about the wind-tunnel axis and the rolling moment
measured, and free-rotation tests showing the range
and rate of autorotation. The teds are made not
ordy at 0° yaw, but also with an angle of yaw of 20°,
which representsthe conditions in afairlysevere sideslip.
The first report of this series (reference 1) dealt
with three different sizes of ordinary ailerons. One of
these ailerons was of medium size taken from the
average of a number of conventional airplanes, one
was extremely short and wide, and the other was m-
tremelj long and narrow. All the ailerons were pro-
portioned to give approximately equal controllability
at angles of attack below the stall and with equal up-
anddown deflection. The results were analyzed to
show the relative merits of the three ties of ailerons
when set in the above manner and also in accordance
with two differential movements, upward movement
only, and with the ailerons arranged to float.
This report covem similar tests with typical slotted
ailerons of two of the above-mentioned sizes (the
medium and the short, tide ones) and one typical
Frke aileron of the medium size. The long, narrow
@e was omitted in both these designs as the previous
tests with ordinary ailerons indicated that aileronEof
this shape would not give satisfactory control at high
angles of attack. The reauh are given for the same
five deflection movements as were used with the
ordinary ailerons except that the F&e aileron was not
tested in the floating condition. inasmuch as the
characteristics of slotted and Frise-type ailerons are
somewhat sensitive to the exact shape and axis loca-
tion, these tests are not nece9aarily representative of
all designs of slotted or Frise ailerons.
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METHODSAND APPARATUS
Wiid tnnnel.-AIl the prcmnt tests were made in
the 7 by 10 foot open-jet wind tunnel of the National
Advisory C!mmnitteefor Aeronautics. h this tunmd
the model is supported in such a manner that the
forces and moments at the quarter-chord point of the
mid section of the model are measured directly in coef-
ficient form. For autmotation tests the standard force
test tripod is replaced by a special mounting permib
ting the wing to rotate about the longitudinal wind axis
passing through the midspan quarter-chord point.
This apparatus is mounted on the balance, and the
rolling-moment caticient maybe read directly during
forced-rotation tests. A mmplete description of the
above equipment is given in reference 2.
Models.-Three wing models, each having a lo-inch
chord and a 60-inch span, were tested. Two of these
models were equipped with slotted ailerons and the
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third one with )?rise ailerons, as illustited in Figure 1.
The small slotted ailerons and the Frise type had the
same span and chord (measured from the trailing edge
to the axis of rotation) as the average-tied plain
aileron discussed in reference 1, and the large slotted
aileron had the same dimensions as the short, wide,
plain aileron of referenu 1.
The models were constructed of Iaminatedmahogmy,
except for tie slotted ailerons which were built prin-
cipally of balsa wood. The latter material was neces-
sary in order that these ailerons could be mass bal-
anced about their & of rotation and consequently be
capable of floating at an attitude of zero resultant air
force.
For the abov~mentioned floating condition the
alotted ailarons were connected by a torque rod run:
ning through the wing. The ailerons were adjustable
in angle of pitch relative to this rod, and the rod could
be locked to the wing for normal aileron tests.
cokmmrmm ~oR tiRONAUTICS
TESTS
This series of tests was conducted in accordance ‘
yith the standard procedure and at the dynamic pres-
sure and Reynolds Number employed throughout the
preSent research on lateral control. (See reference 1.)
The dynamic pressure was 16.37 pounds per square
foot, corresponding to a speed of 80 miles per hour at
sea level under standard atmospheric conditions, and
the Reynolds Number was 609,000.
Aileron movements,— Four types of aileron deflec-
tion were used in these tests-equal up-and-down, up-
ward movement only, downward movement only, and
floating (except for the Frise type), with various rela-
tive angles of deflection between the ailerons, The
rolling and yawing momenti for the differential ar-
rangements were assumed to be the sum of the mo-
mcmts obtained separately on the up-only and down-
ordy tcsds at the simultaneous angles of attack given
in Table I. This assumption is not rigorously cor-
rect owing to the diilerence in the effect of the ailerons
on the span load distribution of the wing when they
are deflected separately or togeth~. However, check
tests comparing the momentx as obtained by either
simultaneous or separate deflection show that the error
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All the aileron arrangements are illustrated in Figure
2 and are identical with those discussed in relation to
the plain ailerons in reference 1. The maximum de-
flections represent either normal practice or the phys-
ical limit to the aileron travel due .to interference with
the wing. Thus, 25° up and 26° down is the average
maximum travel of ordinarysized plain ailerons hav-
ing no differential action and 35° up and 16° down is a
conventional differential linkage giving apprmimately
the same rolling moment at 10° angle of attack. The
more extreme differential, 50° up and 7° down, was
also designed to give the same rolling effectiveness at
an angle of attack of 10° as the equal up-and-down
arrangement of the plain ailerons. The up-only type
of deflection is limited in some cases by interference
between the aileron and the wing and in other cases
by the deflection giving approximately the same rolling
SLOTl?EIDAHJ3RONS
moments as the standard, plain ailerons with a de-
flection of * 26°.
Aoonraoy,-The accuracy of the results presented in
this report is the same as that obtained in Part I.
(Reference 1.) It is considered satisfactory at all
angles of attack except in the burbled region between
20° and 26° when the rolling and yawing moments










unsymmetrical, condition of the burbled airflow around
the wing.
Oscillations of floating ailerons.-The wide, short,
slotted ailerons show a tendency to oscillate when the
wing is at angles of attaok between 22° and 26°. This
condition, which might give trouble in practice, is not
a true flutter but appesm to be due to the ailerons
following the pattern of irregular, turbulent flow past
the wing.
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RESULTS
Coefficients.—The force-teat results are given in the.
form of absolute codlicients of lift and drag and of








where S is the total wing area, 6 is the wing span, and g
is the dynamic pressure. The coefficients as given
above are obtained directly from the balance and refer
to the wind (or tunnel) axes. In special cases in the
discussion where the moments are used with reference
to body axes the coefficients are not primed. Thus the
symbols for the rolling and yawing moment coei3i-
cients about the body axes are Cl and C=.
The results of the forced-rotation testi are given,
also about the”wind axes, by a coefficient representing
the rolling moment due to rolling:
w-hereAis the rolling moment about the wind axis due
to the asymmetric distribution of load along the span
when the wing is rolling.
This coefficient may be used as a measure of the
degree of lateril stability or inatabili~ of a wing under
vtious rolling conditions. In the present c~e it is
used to indicate the characteristics of a wing when it is
subjected to a rolling velocity equal to the maximum
that is normally encountered in controlled flight in very
w~ ~. Tfi roti velotib may be expressed in
terms of a coefficient, incorporating the span and the’ .
air speed at the center section of the wing as follows:
%2‘6=0.05
Tables,— The complete results of these tests are pre-
sented in Tabl& II to X, inclusive.
Table II covers the following data obtained-on the
unyawed wing having slotted ailerons of average size’
(25 per cent of the chord by 40 per cent of the semi-
Span) :
1. CLand ODat zero aileron deflection, both rigid
and floating.
2. Cl’ and Cn’ for each aileron setting, both rigid
and floating.
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Table III contains the same set of codkients w
. those in Table II except that the wing is yawed – 20°,
Table IV contains the results of the autorotation and
torque tests on the above wing.
Tables V, VI, and VII axe similar to Tables II, IIIj
and I_V but cover the rcmdts obtained on the wing
fitted with short, wide, slotted ailerons (LIOper-cent
of the chord by 30 per cent of the semispan).
Tables VIII, IX, and X are also similar to II, III,
and IV. In this series the data cover the results ob-
tained on the wing with Frise-type ailerons.
DISCUSSIONIN TERMS OF CRITERIONS
Table XI contains a series of criterions that were
developed in reference 1 for the purpose of comparing
the effect of various eilerons or other lateral control
devices on the general performance of an airplane, on
its lateral controllability, and on its lateral stability.
Value9 of these criterions are given for the two sizc9 of
slotted ailerons and the l?rise-ty-pe ailerons of this
report, and also for the average-sized plain ailerons
previously reported. The latter are an example of
normal presentday aileron design and are taken as a
standard of comparison throughout the entire investi-
gation.
GENERALPERI?ORM.4NCE
W@ area required for desired landing speed.—If
an airplane is equipped with a Clark Y wing having
any of the slotted or Frise aileron systems discussed
in this report, except the floating arrangements, the
wing arearequired for a given weight and landing speed
is essentially the same as that neceswu-y when plain
ailerons are used. b the floating condition, the
maximum vahe of CLis cut down about 10 per cent
for average-sized slotted ailerons and 1A per cent for
short, wide, slotted ailerom. This reduction requires
n corresponding increase in wing area to satisfy the
assumed condition of constant minimum speed.
Speed range.-The ratio CZ_/&t.q is a convenient
figure of merit for a comparison of the relative speed
range obtainable with various wings. On this basis
a Clark Y wing with averagssized slotted ailerons
shows about the sane range as one with plain ailerons.
Friae ailerons of normal size or short, wide, slotted
ailerons are somewhat worse in this respect than
ordinary-sized plain silerons. H the slotted ailerons
of ordinary size are allowed to float, the wing has a
somewhat lower speed-range criterion than if they
were locked. The short, wide, slotted ailerons ar-
ranged to float decrease the speed range very markedly.
Rate of dimb,—In order to establish a suitable cri-
terion for the effect of the wing and silerona on the
rate of climb of amairplane, the performance curves of
a number of types and ties of airplsma were calcu-
lated, and the relation of the maximum rab of climb
to the. lift and drag curves was studied. This com-
parhon showed that the L/D at CL= 0.70 gave a con-
sistently reliable figure of merit for this purpose,
A comparison of the various slotted and Frise aileron
arrangements on the baais of this criterion shows that
there is no appreciable difference between them, either
locked or floating, except for the wide, short, slotted
ailerons arranged to float, which are poor.
LATBEAL CONTROLLABILITY
Rolling oriterion.-The rolling criterion upon which
the control effectiveness of each of the aileron arrange-
ments is judged is a figure of merit that is designed to
be proportional to the initial acceleration of the wing
tip, following a deflection of the ailerons from neutral,
regardless of the air speed or wing-plan form of an
airplane. Expressed in coefficient form for a rec-
tangular monoplane wing the criterion becomes
where Cl is the rolling-moment coefficient about the
body axis due to the ailerons. The numerical value
of this expression that has been found to represent
satisfactory control conditions is approximately 0,076,
A detailed explanation of the derivation of R(7 and its
more general form which is applicable to any wing plan
form is given in reference 1.
The comparison of the ailerons on the basis of this
criterion is given in Table XI at four representative
angles of attack; namely, 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°. The
first angle represents the high-speed attitude; a= 10°
represents the highest angle of attack at which entirely
satisfactory control with ordinary ailerons can be
maintained; a= 20° represents the condition of gredeat
instability in rolling and is probably the greatest
attainable angle of attack with most presenbday
airplanes; and finally, a =30” is given only for com-
parison with controls for possible future types of
airplanes.
At a= 0° the control produced by any of the aileron
mrangements is much more than is necessary.
At a= 10° and with the ailerons deflected equally
up-and-down 25°, the following relations exist: The
short, wide, alotted ailerons give slightly higher valuea
jf the rolling criterion, R(7, than the average-sized
@n ailerons; the average-sized slotted ailerons give
dightly lower values of RC than the average-sized
plain ailerons; the Frise-type ailerons give distinctly
ower values. These differences do not represent
nherent characteristics of the types of ailerons dis-
mssed, because, by the simple expedient of changing
tightly the assumed mtium up-and-down deflec-
tions,any of these aileronsmaybe arranged to give the
wunemoment at maximum deflection.
For all differential systems, including up-only, the
Jotted and Frise ailerons give a smaller moment than
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the standard-sized plain ailerons, by an amount that
can not be readily compensated for by increased
maximum deflections except, perhaps, in the case of
the short, wide ailerons.
The slotted ailerons arranged to float give momeniw
that me equal to those of the standard ailerons ar-
ranged to float, but in the case of the short, wide
design, give momenti that are less than those produced
by the plain ailerons of the same size.
At a = 20° the average-sized slotted or Frise ailerons
give moments for equal up-anddown deflection that
me comparable with the standard, or about 50 per cent
of the satisfactory value. The slotted aileron gives,
likewise, onIy about 50 per cent of the satisfactory
moment for any diilerential or for the floating arrange-
ment. Both diderential settings and the up-only
arrangement of the Frise ailerons give about 76 per
cent of the corresponding valuea of the critmion at
10° angle of attack, but as the controllability at this
angle is very low for all these arrangements of the
Frise-type aileron the possibility of bringing up the
moments to a satisfactory value by increasing the
deflection is small.
The short, wide, slotted ailerons show the best char-
acteristic at 20° angle of attack of any of the types
tested thus far. Equal up-rmddown deflection of
these ailerons gives an appreciably higher rolling
moment than the average-sized plain ailerons rigged
this way and a slightiy higher moment than the short,
wide, plain ailerons. Diilerential arrangements are
consistently better than the equal up-anddown, the
extreme differential (60° upward, 7° downward) being
the best. With this arrangement the value of ~ C
at a=20° is only 15 per cent less than that at a= 10°.
However, even this rigging is less satisfactory than the
corresponding plain aileron size and setting.
At 30° angle of attack all of the plain, slotted, or
Frise ailerons are very unsatisfactory when rigged in
any mmngement.
Lateral oontrol with sideslip.-ll a wing is yawed
20° a rolling moment is set up that tends to raise the
forward tip with a magnitude that is always greater,
at very high angleaof attack, than the available rolling
moment due to ailerons. The limiting angle of attack
at which the ailerons can bakmce the rolling moment
due to 20° yaw represents the greatest angle of attack
than can be held in a sideslip. This angle is tabulated
for all aileron arrangement as a criterion of control
with sideslip.
It is apparent from Table XI that the controllable
range in this attitude is about the same for all aileron
mrangements tested and in all cases extends to, or
slightly above, the angle of maximum lift in the yawed
condition.
Yawing moment due to ailerons.-The desirable
yawing moment due h ailerons dii7emto some extent
with the type of airplane that is being considered.
For a highly maneuverable military or acrobatic ma-
chine, complete independence of the controls as they
aflect the turning moments about the various body
axes is no doubt a de&able feature. On the other
hand, for large trm.wporfiairplanes or machines to be
operated by relatively inexperienced pile@, a favorable
yawing moment of proper magnitude would be an
appreciable aid h safe flying. Finally, it is obvious
that a yawing moment tiding b turn the airplane
out of its bank is never desirable under any circum-
stances.
Comparing the various aileron arrangements from
the standpoint of maximum favorable or maximum
unfavorable C* at the same representative angles of
attack as were used in the comparison of R C, itmay -
be seen from Table XI tit the plain, slotted, or Frise
ailerons when set up-anddown 25° give noth@ but
unfavorable moments at all angles of attack. Dif-
ferential settings of the ailerons improve the yawing
characteristics of the wing in all cases by decreasing
the unfavorable momenta and increasing the favorable.
This effect increases with the degree of differential
motion employed until up-only displacement gives
practically no unfavorable moments for any aileron
inflection and any angle of attack up to 20°. At
mgles of attack greatar than 20° they give strong favor-
~blemoments at large aileron deflections, but at small
inflections give small unfavorable moments. The
]hort, wide, slotted aileron in the up-only position is
ihe best design of any tested in this group, but even
;hisarrangement is lessde&able than the plain ailerons
]f the same size and deflections.
Except for the above case and the differential
wrangements of the short, wide, plain ailerons, the
dotted and Frise aileron systems usually showed
Jightly improved yawing-moment characteristicswhen
>omparedto plain ailerons of the same size and setting.
[t should be notidj however, that this improvement is
Jmallrelative to the improvement obtainable with any
of the aileronsby use of suitabledifferentialmovements.
Like the average-sized plain ailerons arranged. to
Eloat,slotted ailerons of average size arranged to float
ghow small yawing moments, ranging from slightly
unfavorable moments at low angles of attack and high
aileron deflections to Slightiy favorable moments at
high angles of attack. The wide, slotted ailerons
when allowed to float show almost ideal momenta from
the standpoint of control S-Sthe yawing mo’ments are
favorable at all angles of attack, me small at low
angles, and are of about the magnitude of normal
rudder moments at high angles.
LATERALSTAZILITY
lmgle of attaok above whioh autorotation is self-
starting.-’l%is charactwistic was measured by free-
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rotation tads of the wing with aiIeronsneutral. The
angle at which it started to rotate without any appre-
ciable initial rate of roll marked the theoretical limit
to the useful angle+f-attack range in which the wing
was laterally stable in smooth air.
These teak indicated that the type of aileron or its
arrangement had very little influence on the limiting
angle for lateral stability. In dl casea the limit was
reached either at the stall or a degree or so beyond.
Stabili@ againstrolling caused by gnsts.-Tcst flights
have s}~wn that in severe gusts a rolling velocity such
that ~= 0.05 is not uncommon. Consequently, the
rolling moment of a wing due to rolling at this velocity
gives a meawmeof its stability characteristics in rough
air. Ii the present csse the angle at which this rolling
moment becomes zero is used as a critarion to indicata
the practical upper limit of the useful angle-of-attack
range rather than the theoretical limit previously
&cWed.
Under the abov-mentioned conditions and with the
wing at 0° yaw ill the aileron arrangements become
unstable at about 1° lower angle of attack than the
neutrally stable point for zero rate of rollii. At 20°
yaw all the arrangements become unstable at angles of
attack from 4° im7° lower than in the unyawed posi-
tion. The floating, slotted aileron systems are the
best in this respect. .
The above criterion shows the critical range below
which stability is such that any rolling up to the mti-
mum rate lik~y to be caused by gus~- & conditions is
damped out, and above which the instability may be
weak or intanse. The criterion, mtium @ indi-
cates the degree of this instability.
H the slotted ailerons are mranged to float they
reduce instability substantially at both 0° and 20° yaw,
- but only in about the same proportion that floating
plain ailerons accomplish the same result.
CONTROLJ?OECRREQUIRED
The hinge moments were not measured for the
slotted or Frise ailerons, but it is likely that they would
have consistently lower values than those for the plain
COMIUTTBB FOR AERONAUTICS
ailerons, owing to the balance area ahead of the axis in
each case.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Norie of the ailerons discussed in this report gives
satisfactory rolling control above the stall.
2. In general the slotted or Frise ailerons tested do
not give ss good control at an angle of attack of 20° in
either the yawed or unyawed attitude as the same size
of ordimxy ailerorm
3. Equal up-anddown deflection with the plain, the
slotted, or the Frise ailerons gives adverse yawing
moments at all anglea of attack The magnitude of
the adverse moment produced by the Frise ailerons is
about half of that produced by either the plain or
slotted types.
4. Any diilerential movements, including upward
deflection only, of slotted or I?rise ailerons produce
yawing moments that are only a slight, if any, im-
provement over those produced by the corresponding
plain ailerons and settings.
5. The use of differential aileron settings is much
more effective in obtaining de&able yawing moments
than the use of either slotted or l?rise-ty-peailerons.
6. The general performmce charact@tica of a wing
equipped with short, wide, slotted ailerons arranged to
float are distinctly below normal and the lateral con-
trol available above the stall is not satisfactory, How-
ever, this aileron arrangement gives apparently ideal
yawing moments at all angles of attack and appre-
ciably reduces the unstable rolling moment due to
rolling at both 0° aud 20° yaw.
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TABLE II
FORCETESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARKY WING WITH SLOTTEDHLERONS 2SPER CENTCBY 40PER CENTb/2
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. 464 REPORT NATIONAL ADVISORY COMWTTDE FOR M3RONA~CS
TABLE ~
FORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WINGS WITH SLOTTED AILERONS 26 PER CENT C BY 40 PER CENT b/2
R. N.=609,000. VELOCITY=60 M.P.H. YAW= —20°
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TABLE IV
ROTATION TESTS. 10 BY’60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SLOTTED AILERONS 25 PER CENT C BY 40 PER CENT b/2.
R. N.=609,000. VELOCITY= 80 M. P. H.
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TABLE V
FORCETESTS. 10BY 60INCH CLARKY WING WITH SLOTTEDAILERONS40PER CENT C BY 30 PER OENT b/2.
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TABLE VI
FORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SLOTTED AILERONS 40 PER CENT oBY 30 PER CENT b@.
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468 REPORT NATIONAIJ ADVISORY COMMJTTEE FOR AERONA~CS
TABLE WI
ROTATION TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SLOTTED AILERONS 40 PER CENT C BY 30 PER
CENT b/2. R. N.=609,000. VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.
CAfs giren for ford rotation at 11%/!2V-O.C5.#bIZVvalnos are for frea antomtatfon. (+) AMng the rotatfon. (-) Dampfng the rototion
YAW=CF
AILERONS LOCKEPNEUTRAL
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TABLE IX
FORCETESTS. 10 BY 60INCH CLARK Y WING WITH FRISE AILERONS25 PER CENT c BY 40 PER CENT 6/2
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